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working in the dark and by international Jewry.   He became
a violent anti-Semite and antagonized both the Jewish
masses and the Jewish intelligentsia.   This accounted in the
main for the reluctance on the part of Polish Jews to join in
any activities aiming at national independence.   For many
of them Polish independence was linked with Dmowski's
hatred of the Jews.   As dangerous as his anti-Semitism was
Dmowski's  tactlessness,   which  he  scarcely troubled to
disguise; but his political experience and his intelligence
were so dominating that practically the whole conservative
element in Poland submitted to him.   He also impressed
foreign politicians, Sazonoff in Russia, Balfour in England
and Glemenceau in France ; they appreciated his political
perspicacity and his lucidity of thought.   His looks showed
his  intellectual qualities,  his moral determination and,
above all, his outstanding personality, though they also
betrayed a lack of personal charm : his chin was strong and
massive, his eyes were penetrating but impersonal and
without warmth.   He was appreciated by many intellec-
tually, emotionally by few.
IV
From the point of view of a sensitive and patriotic indivi-
dual like Paderewski, the Polish problem was overwhelming.
It was the problem of a country of ancient civilisation, with
its own rich language, religion, literature, art, with old
traditions and customs, with a burning national conscious-
ness, yet without freedom : in fact, without any political
existence.   The partition of Poland, one of the most danger-
ous blunders in history, had not yet been rectified.   At the
same time a generation was rising, to which all other human
problems were of secondary importance, dominated as it
was by purely national aspirations.   The cowardliness of
Western European statesmen of the nineteenth century, the
selfishness and the family considerations of the crowned
heads of Europe, the stupid shortsightedness of the govern-

